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There has always been a certain indifference — if not an-
tipathy — among many analytical philosophers towards the
history of philosophy This is worth saying because analyn-
cal philosophy rtself is deeply rooted in the philosophical
tradition Furthermore, philosophers Inside as well as out-
side the analyncal tradition can still learn a lot by going
back to dassical authors Kant is one of the authors worth
to be read again and again Even though many analytical
philosophers would consider themselves to be rather anti-
Kantian than Kantian, there has been a major Impact of
Kantian questions, concepts and topics on analytical phi-
losophy — whether analytical philosophers acknowledge
this or not

To take just one example Kant was one of the first
who clearly realized that thought presupposes two funda-
mentally different kmds of mental representations, — two
kinds diffenng fundamentally in their respecnve logical and
semantical roles concepts and intuitions 1 According to
Kant, to each of them corresponds a cognitive capacity un-
derstanding and sensibility In contrast to, e g, empincists
like Locke or Hume2, Kant is thus able to develop a com-
plex and more adequate conception of knowledge we do
not just have ideas but fundamentally different sorts of
ideas combined in complex judgments This Kantian dis-
tinction is echoed In Frege's distinction between concepts
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and objects, or In Strawson's distinction between referring
and predicating as two basic aspects of thought and lan-

3guage
Hence, a is to be applauded if one the most well-

known contemporary analytical philosophers, John
McDowell, writes a book on a broad philosophical topic
with exphat systematic reference to Kant lhe main topic
of John McDowell's book Mind and World' concerns — ac-
cording to as opening sentence — "the relation between
minds and the world" (3) Of crucial importance for
McDowell is Kant's central thesis that thoughts without
content are empty and intuitions without concepts are
blind 5 The cooperation of concepts and intuitions — "bits
of experiential intake", as McDowell also calls them — is
essential here (cf 4, 50f, 66, passim) Without intuitions we
would lack the empirical information that is necessary for
thinking about somethmg, without concepts we could not
fulfill the predicative functions which are necessary for
thmking about something Let me call this McDowell's
"Kantian thesis" Much of McDowell's project can be seen
as inspired by Kant's philosophy

In the following I want to discuss two related ideas
of McDowell that are somehow "Kantian" and both related
to his Kantian thesis On the one hand, McDowell, again
and again, and like Kant6, characterizes our cognitive abai-
ties as "active" or "passive" In using concepts and thinking
about the world we are essentially active, in being open to
and taking in of empirical information we are essentially
passive (I) Furthermore, especially our conceptual capaci-
ties are supposed to express "freedom", — which elaborates
on the active aspect of experience (II) I have many prob-
lems with both of McDowell's &uns and with the way he
uses Kantian icicas I will argue first that McDowell's con-
ception of the passivity of experience is not coherent in it-
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self (and, as we can add here, not compatible with the Kan-
tian background it is supposed to be denved from) Second,
I will try to show that McDowell's tdeas about the relation
between freedom and rational thought are yery much
need of danfication and justification Let me start with
considering McDowelPs thesis that the use of concepts
active and the reception of information from the outside
world is passive

1 Active Thinking and Passive Expenence

The cooperanon of concepts and intuitions is of particular
importance in the case of expenences, i e, of those
thoughts that stand (epistemically) closest to the empincal
world McDowell programatically states that the "view I am
recommending is that even though expenence is passive,
draws into operation capacities that genumely belong to
spontaneity " (13) 8 What does this mean?

The startmg pomt is the idea that expenence is pas-
sive But if that would be the whole story expenence would
only inyolve intuitions (the products of passive and recep-
tive sensibility) Hence, there would be no conceptual ele-
ment involved in expenence But that is exactly a posinon
McDowell wishes to ayoid (cf 46ff ) Therefore, he adds
that spontaneous conceptual capacines are involved, too
This leads to problems and fortunately McDowell concedes
that rt "need not be a mere superficial oversight if someone
falis to see a possibility here " (13) What are the problems?

Given that conceptual capacities are involved in ex-
penence — why, then, say that experience is passive ? Why
not say that expenence is as much passive as active, as
much based on intuitions as on concepts? McDowell rather
seems to hold that concepts are of only secondary, deriva-
tory importance in expenence (compared to intuitions)
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The way he expresses himself ("drawn into operation",
"genumely belong to") points into this direction

McDowell adds that in expenence conceptual ca-
pacites are not exerased "It sounds off key In this connec-
tion to speak of exerasing conceptual capacites at ali That
would sua an activity, whereas expenence is passive " (10)
Conceptual capacites are not actively exerased in expen-
ence but rather passively "drawn on in receptivity" (10, 9)
If conceptual capacites are not exerased in expenence they
cannot play any role in experience, at least, a is very hard
to see how they could do so This, however, contradicts
McDowell's central Kantian thesis (see above) Thus, one
should rather interpret him as saying that there are two
aspects of conceptual capacites an active and a passive one
(cf, , e g, 62) Expenence would only involve the passive
side of conceptual capacites But this poses problems, too
What is the passive side of a capacay, espeaally if this ca-
pacay is charactenzed as active' ? But even if we would tot
see much of a problem here, there would remam questions
if a capacity has active as well as passive dimensions, then
we cannot charactenze a as essentially active any more We
could only say that in some contexts (not expenence) it is
active whereas mn other contexts (expenence) a is passive
Conceptual capacites would not per se be active but be
neutral with regard to the distinction between spontaneity
and receptivity This, however, is not what McDowell
wishes to say

In some passages McDowell even seems to deny that
there is any difference in expenence between receptivity
(intuitions) and spontaneity (concepts) "We must no sup-
pose that receptivity makes an even notionally separable
contribution to its co-operation with spontaneay " (41, cf
9 and, with the same words, 51) This bullet is hard to bite
If, In the context of expenence, there is not even a notional
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difference between conceptual and non-conceptual capact-
nes, then it is hard to imagine what kind of difference there
could be at ali It seems incoherent to talk about different
capaaties at ali Why should we do so if there is no differ-
ence? 1°

There are different passages in the text "We would
not be able to suppose that the capacities that are in play
in expenence are conceptual if they were manifested only in
expenence, only In operanons of receptivity " (11) Concep-
tual capacties are also manifested in "active thinking" or In
other contexts (11, et 9) 11 The point here is not that there
is no difference between conceptual and non-conceptual
capacities but that we cannot distinguish between them in
the context of expenence Why, then, should one insist
that expenence involves the exerase of two different cogni-
tive capaaties ? And why should the fact that conceptual
capacines are exereised in other contexts be a reason to
suppose that they are also exerased in expenence, given
that we cannot recognize them in expenence ? How could
we possibly know that those conceptual capaaties are also
involved in expenence? It is hard to figure out what the
answer to these questions could be And McDowell does
not attempt to answer them

The main conclusion to draw from ali this is that
there are two incompatible tendenaes in McDowell On
the one hand, he wants to keep his Kantian thesis On the
other hand, he puts too much emphasis on the passive
character of expenence and thus undermines the Kantian
thesis He tnes to balance these two tendencies by giving
conceptual capaaties a kind of secondary status in expen-
ence But that, too, does not work it simply leads to new
incoherences

The best way out of these problems would be to give
up the idea that expenence is passive Why talk about
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"passivity" and "activa)," at ali in this context ? This does
not do much argumentative work, it is rather like a wheel
spmning In the void The second best way out of the difft-
culty would be to skip the Kannan thesis The worst thing
is trying to keep both ideas, that is, to try to keep the cake
and eat it, too

2. Freedom, Rationality, and Having the Choice

McDowell not only puts much emphasis on the spontane-
ous character of conceptual capaaties but also identifies
spontaneay with freedom (cf 5, 10) As is well known,
Kant distinguishes between an epistemological conception
of spontaneity — the so-called "spontaneay of the under-
standing" 12 — and a practical concept-1°n of freedom of the
will' There is nothing like such a distinction in McDow-
ell Hence, the quesnon anses whether he confuses a theo-
retical and a practical conception of freedom It can be ex-
tremely misleading to "import" concepts of acnon theory
into epistemology without any restnctions What does
"freedom" mean in theoretical philosophy ? McDowell even
talks about "responsible freedom" in this context (cf 43)
and says "'The idea of a faculty of spontaneity is the idea of
something that empowers us to take charge of our lives "
(43) Is this really true ? Is applying concepts the same as
taking charge of one's live? It does not seem so

Let us take a doser look at this point McDowell's
use of the word "freedom" is ambiguous on the one hand,
"freedom" means something like "rationalay", on the other
hand, a means something like "having the choice" 14 Let us
consider the freedom-as-rationality-thesis first

McDowell not only sees a connection between con-
cepts and freedom but also between concepts and rational-
ay (cf 5) We might just take for granted here that we al-
ready understand what concepts have to do with rational-
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ity The main point is that McDowell explams freedom as
rationahty This is good old Kantian tradition but
need of explanation And McDowell gives none Further
questions anse if conceptual capacities express freedom
what does receptivity express ? Irrationality ? This does not
make much sense but an alternative answer is not m sight

Let us now consider the freedom-as-having-a-choice-
thesis Does McDowell offer more arguments for this thesis?
Accordmg to him, "passivity of expenence" means that we
have no chuce as to what we expenence, our expenences
are not product of a decision, thus, our freedom as limited
(cf 10) 'The first two remarks are fine given a standard
situation of perception, our perceptual expenences are not
voluntary This does, of course, not mean that they are co-
erced or involuntary Rather, rt does not make sense to say
about perceptual expenences that they are "coerced" or not
But exactly this is implaed by the third remark McDowell
holds that some thoughts express freedom and some not
(expenences) But again, what could "freedom" mean in the
realm of epistemology?

Maybe something along these general lanes If I am
free with regard to my thoughts, then I can have the
thoughts that I want to have I might have non-epistemic,
e g, prudential reasons for wanting to have this or that
thought In that case, however, I nsk being epistemically
irrational l5 which would not, according to McDowell (see
above), be compatible with freedom What if I have this or
that thought because I want to have it for epistemic rea-
sons? That is not epistemically irrational But in which
sense am I "free" af my havmg good epistemic reason for a
certain thought leads to my having it ? It is hard to see a
connection with freedom here McDowell, however, is at
least a partial belief voluntanst we do not have a choice as
to our expenences but we have a choice as to our judg-
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ments, as to whether to trust the appearances (cf 11)
McDowell does not say enough to make such an epistemic
vo1untansm plausible Fmally, a suggestion Why not sim-
ply skip the whole theory of freedom? It rather disturbs the
argument McDowell does not succeed in developing a reli-
able conception of doxastic freedom in a Kantian vem.

3 Conclusion

McDowell has a very good and promising Kannan starting
point, i e, the Kannan thesis It is a good and very prom-
ising idea to try to bring Kant back lato the center of the
contemporary philosophical discussion he belongs there
The way, however, McDowell makes use of and builds
upon Kantian ideas is rather unfortunate Neither is his
concepnon of expenence as passive coherent in itself nor
does it fit with the Kantian thess in the background
Moreover, McDowell's theses about freedom and rational
thought rather disturb than support his project The alter-
native is not to give up Kantian ideas but to try to build on
them in a different way I think this is still worth trymg

PETER BAUMANN

UNIVERSITY OF GOTTINGEN
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Notes

1 Cf KrV, A 19/B33, A 50f /B 74f, A 68f /13 93f, A 320/B 377
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2 Cf Locke 1982, II I 1, Hurne 1978, 111
3 Cf Frege 1980, 66ff, , Strawson 1959, 137, et also Evans 1982,
100ff on the °Int/net-loa between the two basic cogrutive capaci-
nes exerased m thought
4 Numbers m the text refer to pages m the book
5 Cf KrV, A 51/ B 75 According to Kant objects are "given" by
mtuitions, intumons are "particular" ideas that refer "directly" to
objects In contrast concepts "thmk" objects, they are "general"
icicas which reter "mdirectly" to objects (cf KrV, A 19/ B33, A
50f / 13 74f, A 68f / B 93f, A 320/ B 377) It is astorushing that
McDowell does not use any of these parts of Kant's theory for
his own project, even though Kant is of the foremost importance
for rt
6 Cf A 50f / B 74f , A 68f / B 93f
7 For a critique of McDowell's account of Kant m Mind ctnd
World cf Bird 1996, 219ff and Fnedman 1996, 436ff Bird,
however, focusses on a topic I do not discuss here Kant's
"transcendental story" For a critique of McDowell's use of the
distmetion between receptivity and spontaneity cf Rorty 1996a,
1, cf also de Gaynesford 1996, 500 and Gunnarsson 1997, 461f
8 Cf Harrison 1996, 349, who thmks that this has an air of pa-
radox Harrison holds that the main problem of McDowell's bo-
ok hes in his concept-Jon of spontaneity (ef ibid , 351f )
9 Cf Husserl 1985, 119 on "Passivitat in der Aktivitat" ("passwity
m activity")
10 Cf for a similar critique Rorty 1996b, 18
11 As to the other contexts, I can identify four m MeDowell's
text respondmg to rational relations (cf llf ), judgmg (in con-
trast to merely expenencmg) (cf 12), revismg one's behefs (ef
12f ) and refashioning one's concepts and concept-10ns (cf 13,
114)
12 Cf KrV, A 50/ B 74
13 Cf, m the first Critique, KrV, A 801ff / B 829ff, , A 445ff / B
473ff, , A 532ff / B 560 (much more can, of course, be found m
Kant's vvritmgs on moral philosophy)
14 Cf for the last concepnon Moore 1958, 122ff, , et for the for-
mer concepnon, more recently, Wolf 1990
15 Cf Williams 1973, 136ff


